Our ability to map and quantify RNA modifications at a genome-wide scale have revolutionized our understanding of the pervasiveness and dynamic regulation of diverse RNA modifications. Recent efforts in the field have demonstrated the presence of modified residues in almost any type of cellular RNA. Nextgeneration sequencing (NGS) technologies are the primary choice for transcriptome-wide RNA modification mapping. Here we provide an overview of approaches for RNA modification detection based on their RT-signature, specific chemicals, antibody-dependent (Ab) enrichment, or combinations thereof. We further discuss sources of artifacts in genome-wide modification maps, and experimental and computational considerations to overcome them. The future in this field is tightly linked to the development of new specific chemical reagents, highly specific Ab against RNA modifications and use of single-molecule RNA sequencing techniques.
Introduction
RNA modifications have been studied for over 60 years, and yet many aspects pertaining to their function and mechanisms of action have remained elusive. All known RNA modified residues (over 150 altogether) are formed post-transcriptionally, by complex enzymatic mechanisms involving hundreds of different catalytic proteins and cofactors. RNA modifications occur with concomitantly with other RNA maturation processes, including 5 0 -and 3 0 -trimming, editing, splicing and polyadenylation. 1, 2 These modifications affect RNA stability and folding, cellular localization, as well as interactions with various RNA and protein partners. [3] [4] [5] Modifications of RNA are increasingly recognized as an important layer of post-transcriptional regulation of gene expression, analogous to DNA methylation and post-translational histone modifications. Recent approaches for transcriptome-wide mapping of RNA modifications have revealed that RNA modifications occur not only on stable non-coding RNAs such as tRNA and rRNA, in which they have classically been studied, but also in coding mRNAs. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] It is meanwhile further recognized that some mRNA modifications can be dynamically modulated, reversible, and that they can impact mRNA biology at various levels. A major challenge in the field is the precise mapping and quantification of modified RNA residues at the transcriptome level. Next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies have revolutionized our ability to map some mRNA modifications, paving the path for understanding their physiological importance. Here we provide an overview to these technologies and their applications in recent years, along with the remaining challenges at both experimental and analytic levels. separation of NMPs can be done on different stationary phases, but microcrystalline cellulose, which provides rather efficient separation, remains a reference in the field. In addition, using this stationary phase, 2D TLC migration maps have been established for numerous modified NMPs. [14] [15] [16] Faint spots for modified nucleotides in RNA can be detected even by UV-shadowing, but the most sensitive approach requires pre-or post-labeling with [ 32 P]. For in vitro assays, 1D TLC can be used, while more complex cases generally require 2D separation. At least 3 solvent systems were proposed for 1D and 2D separation, depending on the chemical properties of the target nucleotide. In 2D separation, a commonly used technique employs the same solvent system for the first dimension, while 2 alternative buffers (solvents) are used for the second dimension. Despite several attempts, the polar and charged nature of NMPs prevent the use of modern and highly efficient stationary phases based on derivatized SiO 2 matrixes. Even if successful, the replacement of microcrystalline cellulose would require substantial optimization, since the reference migration maps would have to be reestablished for >100 of known modified 5 0 -and 3 0 -nucleotide monophosphates. Recently, a TLC-based method was developed to accurately determine and quantify modification levels within individual genes, termed site-specific cleavage and radioactive-labeling followed by ligation-assisted extraction and thin-layer chromatography (SCARLET). 17 
HPLC and MS coupling
The modification content of RNA digested to mononucleosides can be investigated by high-performance (pressure) liquid chromatography (HPLC) with simple UV detection or coupled to mass-spectrometry (MS). These methods were extensively used in the past for detection and quantification of RNA modifications, but do not provide any information on the exact localization of the modified residue. Modern approaches use MScoupled micro or nano-chromatography systems, which reduces the amount of required material to single digit picomolar range. These methods are extensively reviewed elsewhere. [18] [19] [20] Direct methods of RNA modification analysis by MatrixAssisted Laser Desorption/Ionization -Time Of Flight (MALDI-TOF) MS are still under development, and not applied in routine use. Their application is restricted by the limited sensitivity of MS detectors in negative mode and difficulties in ionization of negatively charged RNA molecules or even short oligonucleotides. 21, 22 RT-based techniques and their link to NGS approaches Reverse-transcription (RT)-based techniques use primer extension to detect modified RNA nucleotides. 23 Some modified RNA residues naturally block or pause primer extension, thus allowing detection of modified position in a given RNA. In most cases the comparison with unmodified RNA transcript (or RNA extracted from mutant strains or cells) is necessary to exclude structural RT stops. The main advantage of RT-based techniques is their sensitivity and applicability to complex mixtures of RNA, while the majority of the listed techniques require pure individual RNA molecules for analysis. Analysis of primer extension stops was traditionally done with [ 32 P]labeled DNA primers, but radioactivity can also be replaced by fluorescent labels, albeit with some loss of sensitivity. Since primer extension is an almost indispensable part of any NGS library preparation protocol, the modern methods for analysis of RT stops employ high-throughput sequencing.
Modern next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies
Modern systems for massive parallel DNA sequencing can be grouped into 2 major classes: physical or virtual cluster sequencing and single-molecule sequencing (Fig. 1) . The current protocols used by sequencing machines on the market Figure 1 . Second-and third-generation sequencing technologies (NGS and NNGS). Second generation sequencing uses cluster amplification of DNA strands prior to fluorescent or potentiometric sequencing (A). Multiple molecules generate detectable signal. Third-generation sequencing technologies use single molecule sequencing with specially designed fluorescent detection systems (Zero-mode Waveguides, ZMW), or nanopore sequencing using exonuclease or DNA polymerase activities (B).
(so called second generation sequencing or NGS) include an amplification step for cluster generation (physical DNA clusters on flow-cell surface for Illumina or virtual on-bead clusters for IonTorrent/PGM). Thus, »1000 DNA molecules with the same sequence generate measurable sequencing signals (Fig. 1A) . Key advantages of cluster sequencing technologies include their high quality of sequencing (with an error rate typically less than 1 error per 1,000-10,000 sequenced bases) and extremely high sequencing output, compared to other technologies. However, the length of the sequencing read remains limited and does not exceed 500-600 nt in most cases.
Single-molecule sequencing approaches are also called third generation sequencing or NNGS. 24 Two independent principles were proposed: single-molecule real time (SMRT) technology using nanowells (called zero-mode waveguides, ZMWs, Pacific BioSciences) and nanopore sequencing (Min-ION, Oxford Nanopore Technologies) (Fig. 1B ). An important advantage of both technologies is their very long read length >10,000 nt in average, but the overall precision of the sequencing remains low. These technologies hold a lot of promise for the future, as in principle they are more suitable for the analysis of modified RNA, as they should allow direct sequencing of a single RNA molecule without requiring its conversion into DNA which entails the loss of the modified nucleotide. However, at the moment these methodologies are mostly being applied and optimized in the context of DNA sequencing, and will require substantial optimization until they are suitable also for RNA. Nonetheless, the potential of these methodologies to identify RNA modifications was demonstrated for m 6 A, which can be discriminated from nonmethylated A in SMRT sequencing. 25, 26 In this review we will address only the well-established method for RNA-modification analysis employing the second generation sequencing technologies.
Library preparation protocols suitable to studies of RNA modifications
Classical protocols, which were originally used for sequencing RNA and estimation of gene expression levels, relied on randomly primed reverse transcription and randomly primed second strand synthesis, followed by ligation of adapters to double-stranded cDNA fragments. This approach has important disadvantages for identification and quantification of RNA modifications. These disadvantages include: (1) Lack of strandspecificity: this protocol cannot distinguish between transcription occurring on the Watson versus Crick strand. If a gene is transcribed on both strands, this will lead to dilution of the RT truncation and/or misincorporation signal. (2) This protocol cannot provide information pertaining to the precise position at which RT terminated ( Fig. 2A) , which is critical for techniques relying on such RT-signatures. Knowledge of the precise start and end of the original RNA fragment can also improve the resolution of peak calling in methods relying on antibodybased capture of modified fragments. 8 (3) Finally, random priming is less efficient for short RNAs, which serve as the starting step of antibody-based capture techniques.
To adequately capture information pertaining to the 3 0 -end of the RNA, most protocols are based on techniques used to sequence small RNAs, involving ligation of an adapter to the 3 0 of the RNA. If the 5 0 -and 3 0 -extremities of RNA are compatible for ligation, this step can be performed directly, otherwise m 7 G(m 2,2,7 G)-cap removal and/or dephosphorylation/phosphorylation steps are required. The 3 0 ligated adapter is subsequently used to prime reverse transcription (Fig. 2B) . To adequately capture the precise position of the 3 0 of the cDNA (reflecting the point at which RT dropped off, either having reached the original 5 0 of the RNA or due, for example, to a bulky modified position) various alternatives have been described. One possibility is to employ direct single-stranded ligation of 3 0 -blocked DNA oligonucleotide to cDNA using T4 RNA ligase 7, 8 (Fig. 2C) . A second approach for 3 0 -cDNA mapping is derived from 5 0 -RACE (Rapid Amplification of cDNA Ends) protocol. 27, 28 The cDNA is first extended with 2-3 homonucleotides (C or G) in a non-templated tailing reaction, and a double stranded DNA adapter with complementary (GG or CC) overhang is ligated. The second strand synthesis uses the free 3 0 -end of the DNA adapter. A third possibility was originally described in ribosome profiling and uses a particular DNA ligase (CircLigase) to make a circular cDNA. 13 This circular cDNA is then used for PCR amplification. The last alternative is the use of Terminal Tagging Oligo (TTO) which is a random primer with N6 and blocked 3 0 -end. In contrast to conventional random priming described above, TTO is not extended, but provides a template for cDNA 3 0 -end extension (see Fig. 2C ). As a result, a di-tagged cDNA is obtained and can be used for subsequent PCR amplification and barcoding. Additional, more complex variants have been utilized for direct 5 0 -OH and 3 0 -P (or >P) ligation of fragments in RiboMethSeq protocol. This particular ligation step requires home-made preparation of 3 0 -cyclophosphate adapters and uses a RNA ligase mutant, 29 but avoids additional treatment steps which can be prone to introduce some unpredictable bias.
Principles for NGS detection of RNA modifications
The availability of high-throughput sequencing technologies in recent years has revolutionized our ability to obtain transcriptome-wide overviews on RNA modifications. Such specialized protocols have been already developed for 6-methyladenosine (m 6 A), These protocols have revealed that rather than being present only on rRNA, tRNA and snRNA molecules, on which RNA modifications were classically studied, some of these modifications are also widespread on mRNAs (mRNA). In addition, in some cases these modifications are dynamically regulated, suggesting a post-transcriptional regulatory role. Importantly, currently there are no 'general solutions' for identifying RNA modifications using next-generation sequencing, in contrast to HPLC-MS based methodologies, which can analyze a large number of modifications in a single run. Instead, a specialized experimental protocol -relying on the unique chemistry or properties of a modified nucleotide -has to be developed for each modification of interest. In parallel, dedicated analytical approaches have to be developed to carefully analyze resulting datasets, identify putative modified sites, and filter out false positives which can arise at numerous levels. Sequencing-based methodologies for identification of RNA modifications can be broadly categorized into 3 classes (Fig. 3) . Some modifications directly impact the ability to reverse transcribe them, and thus leave characteristic signatures either in the form of cDNA misincorporations ("mutations") or in the form of premature termination of the reaction. Such modifications can be detected by examination of sequencing reads generated via suitable library preparation protocols ('Class I'). Other modifications that are 'silent' in terms of their impact on reverse-transcription can be converted into non-silent counterparts using chemical pre-treatment of the RNA ('Class II'). Alternatively, modified sites can be enriched using a specific reagent (e.g. an antibody) that selectively binds to the modified RNA fragments ('Class III'). Methodologies pre-enriching methylated fragments and leading to distinct RT signatures can also be combined, thereby potentially decreasing false-detection rates. Below we discuss experimental and computational aspects, pertaining to these modification-discovery approaches.
We have limited the discussion in this review only to approaches that can be applied to purified RNA. Approaches relying on steps performed in-vivo, such as cross-linking of modification readers or writers [36] [37] [38] will hence not be discussed.
Class I: Modification-specific RT signature
The chemical structure of the base in the RNA nucleotide determines its behavior during reverse-transcription and cDNA synthesis. Some modified nucleotides leave specific signatures in the cDNA sequences, which can include either abortive primer extension and/or misincorporation at or around the modified site (Fig. 4) . A classic example for such a misincorporation is inosine, which is derived from A by enzymatic deamination, but behaves as G during RT reaction. Thus inosine residues can be detected by almost complete "misincorporation" of G instead of A in the sequencing profile. 39 In contrast, other modified nucleotides can affect the cDNA synthesis either due to their inability to base-pair with their normal partner, or by slowing down the rate of cDNA synthesis due to their bulky or highly hydrophobic structure. Class III techniques are based on enrichment of RNA fragments containing the RNA modification with a specific Ab. In these cases, the position of modification is typically not determined at single nucleotide resolution, but rather as an enriched region (right).
thus can lead to relatively efficient RT-stops and/or nucleotide misincorporation. Traces of these RNA modifications in tRNAs and other short RNAs have been found using small RNA sequencing data. 40 More recently we established a specific RT signature for m 1 A, which allows its identification through high-throughput screening. 28 It is noteworthy that properties of different RT-enzymes are known to be different, and that the same modification may differentially affect the RT-incorporation profile, depending on the enzyme and buffer conditions used.
Class II: Chemical or biological induction of modification-specific RT signatures
Many modified RNA nucleotides are naturally RT-silent and do not generate any signal upon RT primer extension under normal conditions. However, the unique chemistry of the modification can be exploited to provoke misincorporation or truncation during reverse transcription. One example for such a modification is pseudouridine (C). This modification is naturally silent, but can form an irreversible bulky chemical adduct with soluble carbodiimide (CMCT), that will lead to truncation of reverse transcription one nucleotide downstream of the modified site. This technique was classically coupled with primer extension assays to monitor pseudouridine presence at individual sites within tRNA and rRNA. 41, 42 More recently, we and others employed this methodology to monitor pseudouridine levels in a transcriptome-wide manner, revealing widespread and dynamically regulated presence of pseudouridine in mRNA. 7, 13, 32, 33 The hallmark of a pseudouridylated site in these approaches is a relatively high number of reads beginning precisely one nt downstream of the site with respect to the number of reads overlapping the site.
An additional modification which can be chemically induced to leave distinctive RT signature is 5-methylcytosine. Bisulfite treatment is a well known method for deoxy 5-methylcytosine (dm 5 C) mapping in DNA. dm 5 C residues are resistant to bisulfite deamination, while all unmodified dC are converted to dU (BS-Seq for DNA). A similar approach was developed also for ribo-m 5 C in RNA, although RNA is rather unstable under strong alkaline conditions required for efficient deamination. This approach was applied for mapping of m 5 C residues in tRNAs, 43 (Fig. 6) . 29, 34 This reduced cleavage was explored to develop different versions of RiboMethSeq procedure for mapping and quantification of 2 0 -O-methylation in RNA, by seeking sites consistently failing to undergo cleavage. The hallmark of such sites in sequencing data are sites lacking reads beginning or ending precisely at them, i.e. gaps in 5 0 -(and 3 0 -) coverage profiles. The depth of the gap is proportional to the methylation rate, which provides the possibility for relative quantification. The method was successfully applied to map all 
known 2
0 -O-methylations in yeast and human rRNA, and also revealed several new, previously unknown modified positions. 29, 34 Application of RiboMethSeq to other lower abundant RNAs is possible in principle, but will require substantial sequencing depth and/or pre-enrichment of RNAs of interest. Alternatively, 2 0 -O-Me can be detected based on pausing of reverse transcription that can be induced at 2 0 -O-Me sites at low dNTP concentration. 47 This property was extensively used for mapping of 2 0 -O-Me residues in rRNA and snRNAs, and has recently also been coupled with NGS approaches. 48, 49 Recently, chemical approaches have also been utilized for mapping m (Fig. 6) , also known as a Dimroth rearrangement. 11 Thus, the RT signature of m 1 A can be eliminated, by turning the m 1 A into m 6 A which is silent in terms of its RT signature. In this manner, specificity in the detection of m 1 A can be increased by identifying sites with mutation signatures exclusively under untreated conditions but not following rearrangement. An alternative approach for chemically converting m 1 A relied on pre-treating RNA with an m 1 A-demethylase, which, also, enabled identifying sites that responded to the demethylase treatment, and filtering out sites that did not as potential false positives. 35 A chemical pretreatment approach has also been developed for inosine. Although, as specified above, inosine can be directly detected based on it's A->G mutation profile, sequencing errors and genetic heterogeneity may affect interpretation of sequencing results. To allow definite identification of inosine sites, an approach relying on inosine cyanoethylation (Fig. 6) , which leads to truncation of reverse transcription, 50 was combined with RNA-sequencing (ICE-Seq). 51, 52 Class III: Enrichment of modified RNA fragments An orthogonal approach for identifying modifications relies on a reagent that selectively binds to the modified RNA residues, and in this manner allows enriching for RNAs harboring the modification. In most cases utilized so far, C) is RT silent, but its detection is based on its insensitivity to bisulfite deamination. All C residues in RNA are deaminated by bisulfite, while m 5 C remains non-deaminated after treatment. The presence of residual C is thus detected by sequencing (right). 43 this reagent is in the form of an antibody, raised against the modified RNA nucleoside. A classical modification which has been intensively studied by us and others over the past 5 years is 6-methyladenosine (m 6 A). The methodology to map m 6 A relies on the specificity of an anti-m 6 A antibody, that is applied to RNA fragmented into short (»100 nt) pieces (Fig. 7) . Following enrichment, cDNA libraries are generated and sequenced. 10, 12 The hallmark of a methylated site in the resultant sequencing data is an accumulation of reads ('peaks') obtained in a specific region of the RNA upon enrichment using the antibody, but not in its absence.
Importantly, in contrast to RT-based methodologies that can pinpoint modified sites at a single nucleotide resolution, antibody-based capture can only delineate a region that is likely to be modified, but lacks the single nucleotide resolution. Modification-specific antibodies coupled with high-throughput sequencing, using very similar protocols, have also been applied to map m 5 C 30 and m 1 A. 10, 35 It should be pointed out that the specificity of an Ab for a given modified nucleotide is essential for successful application of these enrichment techniques. To date, highly specific Ab preparations were made only for a very limited subset of modified nucleosides. This limitation is probably related to the small size of antigen used (modified nucleoside).
Combined approaches
It is often advantageous to combine different classes of approaches, to increase specificity and/or sensitivity of detection. Several examples for such combined approaches have emerged in recent years. In particular, approaches combining pre-enrichment of modified fragments with RT mutation profiling have been very fruitful. One such example is m 6 A (Fig. 7) , where UV cross-linking of an anti-m 6 A antibody to RNA leads to characteristic RT signature at the modified sites. 53, 54 Use of this combined approach allows both preenrichment of a methylated fragment, hence reducing coverage requirements, and leads to an RT signature that provides single nucleotide resolution. A site. Right: Enrichment of pseudouridine-containing RNA fragments using bifunctional "clickable" CMCT. RNA is first randomly fragmented and subjected to reaction with soluble carbodiimide CMCT bearing "clickable" azide (N 3 ) group. After "click" reaction with alkyne-modified biotin, modified fragments are enriched by avidin-beads pull-out. Modified residues are detected based on their RT-arrest signature.
An additional example for a combined protocol is mapping pseudouridines, using a biotinylated carbodiimide (Fig. 7) . This bi-functional reagent allows both enriching for fragments containing pseudouridine (reducing sequence coverage requirements), and to obtain single-nucleotide resolution based on the RT signature. 33 The recent transcriptome-wide approaches for mapping m 
11,35
Considerations in the analysis of transcriptome-wide maps of RNA modifications
Principles of analysis of transcriptome-wide maps of RNA modifications
The different classes of experimental approaches require diverse computational approaches for their analysis. Available tools performing such analyses from start to finish are to a large extent lacking. Although existing tools may partially help in the analysis, these should be used with caution, as they were often developed for analyses of other types of experiments, which can differ in important ways in terms of underlying assumptions about the distribution of the data, sources of false positives associated with the data, and hence also appropriate background models. For example, tools have been developed to identify mutations and truncations in HITS-CLIP and PAR-CLIP data, where they are indicative of sites of cross-linking. [55] [56] [57] However, in these flavors of experiments aiming to identify protein binding sites, binding is typically not assumed to occur at an individual site, but across a region. Hence, these methodologies typically seek for evidence of clusters of mutations/truncations, unlike the case of RNA modifications that can often occur in isolation, and at a single nucleotide. In addition, whereas in CLIP-seq protocols there is often no 'good' external control for the data and hence many of the analytic pipelines do not offer the possibility of integrating such a control, its availability in type II protocols requires approaches that can make suitable use of it. Various well-used pipelines also exist for identifying mutations in DNA data. However, the complex processing of RNAs, involving splicing, cleavage and polyadenylation, renders it crucial to carefully weed out artifacts that can be caused by misaligned reads. Similarly, many approaches exist for calling peaks in ChIP-seq data. These approaches, however, are only poorly suited for peak calling in RNA-seq, because the distribution of DNA-seq and RNA-seq data are fundamentally different. Thus, for peak calling in DNA, the background 'expected' level of reads is typically estimated, to some extent or another, from the entire genome, based on which deviates are identified and flagged as peaks. Such a genomic background is flawed in the context of RNA, given that aggregating reads over the entire genome leads to an uninformative average of regions expressed at widely varying levels. Instead, the background needs to be estimated on a gene-by-gene, or even region by region, basis using either intrinsic or extrinsic data. 10, 12 Nonetheless, some tools have been developed in recent years aiming to identify RNA modifications from dedicated protocols. These include tools for identifying modifications leading to RT termination, 58 as well as for searching for peaks in m 6 Aseq data. 59 There remains a need for additional tools, supporting more complex functionalities, such as incorporating more controls and developing models for differential analyses of modification states between conditions/perturbations.
Can quantitative information be derived from transcriptome-wide mapping?
An important aspect to consider analytically is whether a protocol for mapping an RNA modification can also be considered quantitative, i.e., whether it has the capacity to adequately provide an estimate for the proportion of transcripts modified at a given site. Class I and Class II protocols can theoretically Figure 8 . Sources of artifacts in Class I, II and III techniques. Left: Identification of RT-signatures in Class I methods may be affected by the presence of genomic SNPs, by possible mis-aligned nucleotides at exon-intron borders and by errors in the sequencing data set. Center: Class II approaches may generate false-positive signals due to strong non-specific cleavage sites in RNAs, due to mis-alignment of some reads to repetitive RNA sequences, due to unannotated transcription sites. Right: Class III approaches based on Ab enrichment may suffer from non-specific enrichment signals, from Ab promiscuity or mis-alignments. Important controls for these approaches include the coverage profile in the input (top trace), and the enrichment profile for KO or deleted strain (middle). Only specific peaks present in WT sample and absent in control traces should be considered as candidates. The insert shows that the position of the modified residue does not always correspond to the maximal enrichment.
provide such an estimate. In particular, modifications resulting in misincorporation of a single defined nucleotide, such as inosine or m 5 C following bisulfite treatment, allow simple counting of wild type vs. misincorporated nucleotide. 30, 39, 43 However, obtaining absolute quantifications can be made challenging through incomplete chemical conversion in Class II protocols, as well as by the dependency of RT misincorporations on sequence and structural elements. 28 Thus, such protocols need to be carefully calibrated to assess whether they can provide absolute quantifications of modification levels. Nonetheless, these protocols can, in principle, be suitable for relative quantifications (i.e. comparing levels of a specific modified site between samples). The same is true also for Class I and II protocols leading to RT termination. We have previously shown, for pseudouridine, that use of the ratio between reads truncating at a site and reads overlapping it provides a highly quantitative relative quantification of pseudouridine levels, as measured by synthetic spike-ins, while providing a substantial underestimate of the absolute modification levels. 7 Rather consistent, but still relative, quantification of 2 0 -O-Me residues was reported for different variants of RiboMethSeq, but this quantification is based on the assumption that 2 0 -O-methylation fully protects the adjacent phosphodiester bond from cleavage. 29, 34 Class III protocols, relying on pre-enrichment, were generally considered to be even less quantitative, due to partial pulldown efficiency. However, recently a carefully calibrated pulldown procedure of m 6 A-containing fragments was demonstrated to provide quantitative estimates of methylation stoichiometry. 60 
Challenges in interpretation of transcriptome-wide maps
Interpretation of transcriptome-wide maps of RNA modifications is often not trivial. A major source of challenge is due to the fact that the measurements are sought for a single nucleotide. Thus, in contrast to analyses of gene expression, for example, in which statistical robustness and power can be increased by aggregating reads from an entire region (e.g. gene), in the case of RNA modifications the measurements encompass only a single nucleotide, in particular in Class I and Class II type approaches. A second major challenge stems from substantial levels of background that is often present in such maps. Class I and Class II type measurements hinge on the ability to discriminate between misincorporation or pauses of RT that are due to a modification and between 'background' pauses or misincorporation, that can be due to RNA structure, RT error rate, complex processing of the RNA, genomic misalignments of sequencing reads and technical errors of the sequencing platform. [61] [62] [63] [64] Similarly, antibodies can also suffer from substantial background and selectively capture unmodified fragments in a sequence dependent manner, as we demonstrated in the case of the anti-m 6 A antibody. 8 A third major challenge has to do with relatively low number of truly modified sites within the vast mRNA repertoire. Even a modification mapping approach that performs extremely well can give rise to a considerable number of false positives once it is applied to every nucleotide in the transcriptome. For instance, application of a method with a 1% false discovery rate can give rise to 10,000 false positive sites once applied to a 1 million nt transcriptome. Accordingly, it is of crucial importance to carefully design controls for the mapping experiments. Often, intrinsic controls are available, in the form of well-documented modified sites in tRNA and in rRNA, and the sensitivity and specificity of analytic approaches can be evaluated based on such known sites. Nonetheless, it is important to keep in mind that an analytical approach that is highly sensitive and specific in detection of sites on rRNA may suffer from poorer performance when applied to mRNA. This can be due to both biological and technical reasons. At the biological level, modifications on rRNA can often be stoichiometric (i.e., be present on almost 100% of rRNA molecules), whereas within mRNA they will only be present at a fraction of the transcripts, hence decreasing signal: noise ratios. Additionally, high sensitivity and specificity at sites within rRNA are also due to the high sequencing depth that can be obtained for these highly expressed species, which can easily provide thousands of reads overlapping an individual site and hence yield robust estimates of mutations and/or truncations. In practice, such coverage is unrealistic for the majority of low abundant transcripts, and hence the RT signatures can be less robust, which can lead to difficulties both in identification and in quantification of modifications.
To further aid in the evaluation of performance, synthetic RNA oligos can be spiked into experiments. The ability to control the modification stoichiometries at these synthetic oligos and the ability to spike them in at varying concentrations offer important advantages both for establishing the signal:noise ratio of a protocol and for exploring its ability to quantify modification stoichiometry. 7, 9, 60 The disadvantages of such oligos is that they are typically spiked in following extraction of the RNA, and thus not subjected to precisely the same procedure as the endogenous sites.
Class II and III approaches offer additional important extrinsic controls, in the forms of RNA not subjected to the chemical pre-treatment or to selective pre-enrichment but otherwise identically handled. These controls can subsequently be used to define the experimental background, and help to filter out sites which are not eliminated in the control.
Additionally, performing these experiments in a number of replicates is of great importance, and can help to filter out sites that are spuriously detected in only a subset of experiments. Such replicates are of great use to evaluate the robustness and reproducibility of detection and of quantification.
In our experience, none of these controls completely eliminate the above-discussed sources of false positives. Thus, additional orthogonal controls and analyses can help further reduce the false detection rate, and allow focusing on truly modified sites. Such orthogonal controls can be genetic, in cases in which the enzymes required for RNA modification are known. Mapping the modification in mutants in which these enzymes are either eliminated or over-expressed allows identifying sites sensitive to this perturbation. An additional orthogonal confirmation can come from in-depth characterization of the modified sites. Many well-understood modifications, such as m 6 A or pseudouridine, occur at specific sequence and/or structural motifs. 7, 10, 12, 13, 32 Thus, filtering putative modified sites on the basis of such elements can help reduce the false positive rate, although if this is imposed as a hard filter this can increase the false negative rate.
Conclusion
Substantial advances have been made in recent years in expanding the view of RNA modifications from tRNA and rRNA molecules, in which they were classically studied, to other species of RNA, most notable of which mRNA. These advances have been facilitated, to a large extent, by next-generation sequencing approaches. Technologies allowing direct sequencing of RNA, such as nanopores and single molecule sequencing approaches, hold particular promise to allow direct measurement of modification states in the context of full length RNAs, although their utility remains to be established. Up to now, out of > 150 chemically different modified residues, only a small minority was detected at the transcriptome-wide level and confirmed by independent complementary approaches. We anticipate that in the future, protocols will be developed to allow mapping of additional modifications, and analytic tools will emerge enabling more precise mapping, quantification and differential detection. These should aid in addressing the major open questions, pertaining to the functions and mechanisms of action of modified RNA nucleotides.
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